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The next generation of abatement containment products.
BearAcade™ allows isolation of the work space from the outside
environment, creating a controlled contained environment when
removing harmful materials such as asbestos, lead, and mold.

Features, Attributes, and Benefits:
BearAcade™ significantly outperforms commonly used methods of
containment - Accomplishes this goal by creating and maintaining
a sealed environment for the time needed to complete the work
Custom applicators allow this system to be installed at an average
lOx faster than traditional containments, criticals at least 2x faster Less ladder time and gets you off your knees

The BearAcade™ Way

Designed for containment applications with the help of professional
abatement contractors and highly trained engineers
Reduces overall costs, improves profits, and wins more contracts
BearAcade™ containments withstand 50% more negative pressure
required for asbestos containments with no billowing
Complies with Containment Standards
Stocked in Standard and Fire Retardant- Multi-Purpose & Carpet

Easy to Remove

Floors are not slippery, since each layer is bonded to the surface
below it
Easy to clean and vacuum
Self-adhesive film keeps leaks from spreading, not allowing the
release of contaminates into the environment
By reducing the time spent on ladders, on knees and bending,
workmen’s comp. rates can be lowered
Printed with the BearAcade™ trademark, providing confidence

BearAcade™
BearAcade™Covering
on LockersLockers

BearAcade™
The BearAcade™ Products line is dedicated to improving the abatement of noxious materials by bringing
new technology and methods that result in improved isolation containments. A new way of building
containments has been developed to address both the quality and lower overall costs. New materials
consisting of adhesives that are removable but have the holding power to provide containments that will
not fail, and methods of building containments, including applicators that can deliver ten times the
average square foot per man hour have been developed. "The BearAcade Way™"was developed and
tested by abatement contractors to insure real world performance on the job.
Free samples are available to determine suitability for job surfaces
Free CD-Rom is available to demonstrate the exceptional product qualities and
to provide helpful hints for installation
Unique Applicators reduce the need for ladders, making for easy installation,
(up to 10' high without leaving the ground)

Easy Cleanup

The new generation BearAcade™ has two versions Multi-Surface BearAcade™ that can be used on wall and floor
surfaces and BearAcade™ CC, created for carpets only, with a
more aggressive adhesive! Both are available in fire retardant.
The state of the art adhesive used on BearAcade™ allows for
an easy removal of the film from all surfaces. BearAcade™
also has a new clean look.
True BearAcade™ has the BearAcade™ logo printed right on
the film.
Don’t be fooled by cheap imitations - true
BearAcade™ has the “Genuine BearAcade”
Seal on the box.

Floor and Wall Applicators

